A logical (discrete) formulation for the storage and recall of environmental signals in plants.
When subjected to an appropriate asymmetric stimulus, seedlings of Bidens pilosa L. "store" a symmetry-breaking instruction that will finally take effect (in the form of a differential growth of the cotyledonary buds) only if the plants are in a state in which they can "recall" this information. The ability of the plants to recall the stored symmetry-breaking instruction may be switched "on" or "off" by the application of a variety of stimuli. Although its detailed phenomenology is rather complicated, the overall behaviour of the plant storage/recall system can be modelled by use of an asynchronous, logical (discrete) description involving positive and negative feedback circuits, which are required for the existence of multi-stationarity and stability, respectively. The state tables, as used in this formalism, give a concise and easy-to-handle description of the evolution of the system and make it particularly easy to determine its stable states. This modelling approach may be extended to the formulation of many other experimental systems.